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Meet Margaret 
The Outreach Extern, Fall 2013 
 

 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 
Margaret Speicher:  
Yay, the time is here....A big HELLO to everyone, so glad to finally get the chance to "meet" you all. 
 

                     ๏  ๏)  

Welcome Margaret from our 19 special needs kids! We can not WAIT until another CFC session at 1 PM! What a great 
educational tool!  
 
Comment From BarbG  
Hello and welcome  
 
Comment From moms43 in PA  
Hi Margaret! Nice to meet you!  
 
Comment From Janeinstpetefl  
Margaret, Hello and welcome to the chat. Nice to "meet" you too!  
 
Comment From VA Kris  
HI Margaret. Thanks for dropping by to visit w/ us.  
 
Comment From izzy2cool4u  
It's time yay!! :) Hi Margaret we're so excited to "meet" you!  
 

Margaret Speicher:  
WOW ....so many here to say hi...Caleb sending a big hand wave to all of the kids  
 

 
Comment From katiesmom  
Hello Margaret! - But you don''t have an avatar - yet!  
 

Margaret Speicher:  
I do now...minor technical difficulty 
 

 
Comment From katiesmom  
Ahhh there is your avatar!!!!  
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Comment From David in VA.  
Hello Margaret, how long will you be with WCV?  
 

Margaret Speicher:  
I have been with WCV for a little over two months and I have about three weeks left to my externship 
 

 
Margaret Speicher:  
But I have a feeling I will be here volunteering alot 
 

 
Comment From Cathy in Poquoson  
Welcome, Margaret!  
 
Comment From katiesmom  
Who or what is your favorite animal????  

 
Margaret Speicher:  
I am doing todays spotlight on my favorite animal...guesses 
 

Comment From izzy2cool4u  
:) Well now that is a handsome bird and I could be wrong but he/she looks a lot like Grayson :)  
 
Comment From Guest  
Is it Grayson?  
 
Comment From Lois - Bath, NY  
Grayson, the broad wing hawk and so cool too  

 
Margaret Speicher:  
You'll have to stick around until 1:00 to find out 
 

 
Comment From VA Kris  
Tell us what you've been up to at WCV  
 

Margaret Speicher:  
I have been doing a lot of learning..... 
 
 
Margaret Speicher:  
Plus I have been getting the opportunity to lead tours of the Center and taking students on some really 
awesome habitat hikes 

 
Comment From katiesmom  
:-)  
 
Comment From David in VA.  
Have you worked with the cubs?  
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Margaret Speicher:  
I haven't done much work with the patients...although my first day I did get to learn quite quickly how to clean 
the bear pens. 

 
Comment From moms43 in PA  
You'll get to see the bear move!  
 

Margaret Speicher:  
I'm hoping....exciting time 
 

 
Comment From Janeinstpetefl  
Wasn't that you on cam outside Buddy's digs leading tours not too long ago? Maybe Gala time?  
 
Comment From izzy2cool4u  
Margaret what has been your most challenging task so far at WCV? We know one of the most rewarding has to be 
working with Chapin, Raina and Amanda :D they rock!  
 

Margaret Speicher:  
I did get to lead a tour the day of the Gala....great group of folks I got to meet that day 
 

Comment From cwerb  
shoveling bear pens builds character! welcome Margaret :)  

 
Margaret Speicher:  
YOU SAID IT..... 
 

 
Comment From majdwj in NoVA  
Margaret, hello from another Margaret (Maggie)  
 
Comment From VA Kris  
So what kind of interesting and fun things does an outreach extern get to do?  
 

Margaret Speicher:  
I have been learning a lot from watching Amanda, Raina, and Chapin giving programs and getting a chance to 
lead some myself. 
 
Margaret Speicher:  
I have also gotten the chance to do something that has been a dream of mine for a long time.....learning how to 
handle the raptors. 
 
Margaret Speicher:  
I felt like a little kid at Christmas my first day of raptor training. They all probably thought I was crazy. 
 

 
Comment From Sweetpea  
Very nice to meet you Margaret. What is your favorite critter @WCV. I know they are all great.  
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Margaret Speicher:  
15 more minutes until I reveal that one...haha 
 

 
Comment From VA Kris  
That's a dream most of CN has too. We envy you...  
 
Comment From julia phx az  
how did you get in WVC school etc?  
 

Margaret Speicher:  
I went through a grueling process.....no actually I filled an application and met with Raina....guess she thought I 
was a good fit...so here I am 

 
Comment From Janeinstpetefl  
You've got that "patience CN" thing down pat. Lol  

 
Margaret Speicher:  
LOL 
 

 
Comment From izzy2cool4u  
Handling raptors has to be very exciting, is there anything you didn't know about them before training that you know 
now?  
 

Margaret Speicher:  
A lot really....I had never studied birds. Most of my Biology training was with plants.....they don't move much 
 
 
Margaret Speicher:  
Or have sharp beaks and talons 
 

 
Comment From BarbG  
We live through others stories  
 
Comment From BarbG  
You will need to help Amanda because she will be busy doing the new bear pen cams when they move LOL  
 

Margaret Speicher:  
I'm sure the next few weeks are going to be a very busy time here 
 

 
Comment From moms43 in PA  
You must be talking with Congo ... keeping those secrets!  
 

Margaret Speicher:  
I'll never tell 
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Comment From Doris  
Nice to meet you Margaret!  
 
Comment From cwerb  
I don't know how any of you can keep from running into the bear pen and picking up that adorable wee girl bear! That 
must be hard.  
 

Margaret Speicher:  
She scares me..... 
 

 
Comment From David in VA.  
The way Lil Bit defends herself against her much larger pen mates, that would keep me from picking her up.  
 

Margaret Speicher:  
Cute definitely......able to hold her own certainly....I think I'll watch her from the Critter Cam 
 

 
Comment From Janeinstpetefl  
Have you gone to or helped with any releases yet? We'd all love to do that.  
 

Margaret Speicher:  
I did get the opportunity to attend one of the Peregrine Falcon release. That was a very cool experience. 
 

 
Comment From Leslee  
The little girl is much more wild than her big bear roomates.  
 

Margaret Speicher:  
Definately 
 

 
Comment From rejoyce  
Hi Margaret!!  

 
Margaret Speicher:  
I'm so glad to see so many of you stopping by to welcome me 
 

 
Margaret Speicher:  
Critter Spotlight in 5 minutes 
 

 
Comment From tinksmom/MO  
Welcome Margaret! Just got in,doing my Share to Give!  
 
Comment From rejoyce  
We all love each other and all of the WVC staff :)  
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Margaret Speicher:  
AAAAWWWWWW 
 

 
Comment From izzy2cool4u  
How could we not :) anyone at WCV is someone we want to meet! Now you are a superhero to the Critter Nation too, 
though I'm not sure anyone wears a cape quite like Dr. Dave ;)  
 
Comment From CarolinaGirl  
Hello Margaret. Welcome to the world of Critter Nation! I hope you have discovered what a fun group we are!!  
 
Comment From tinksmom/MO  
Rejoyce is right, most of us have never met, but feel like family here.  
 

Margaret Speicher:  
I think my family just grew exponentially today .....LOVING IT 
 

 
Comment From rejoyce  
Lol, Dr. Dave has the cape thing covered :)  
 

 Margaret Speicher:  
Yeah I don't think I would look good in a cape 
 

 
Comment From Leslee  
If I lived close to the center, I would volunteer myself, I love everything this center stands for and getting to see all the 
wonderful animals would be my reward!  

 
Margaret Speicher:  
I am so fortunate that I just moved within driving distance of the Center 
 

Comment From Janeinstpetefl  
What did you do job wise before coming to WCV?  

 
Margaret Speicher:  
I was a seasonal Park Guide with the National Park Service 
 

 
Comment From rejoyce  
I know -- I wish I lived closer too!!  
 
Comment From moms43 in PA  
I changed my dentist appt. to be here!  
 
Comment From Janeinstpetefl  
Cool, a Park Guide. Now that would be so much fun too.  
 
 


